Underprivileged students live their fantasy for a day

Children travelling on a Metro train

Registration: Underprivileged students of corporation and panchayati schools from outskirt of Madurai were gifted the dream of flying and riding a Metro train in Chennai.

Flight of Fantasy, as it was called, was a community service initiative conducted by Madras West Round Table 18 of Chennai in association with METRO of Madurai. The initiative was conducted to inspire the children from underprivileged sections to study harder and earn a better life, said V. Renganathan, chairman of the event. During their maiden trip to Chennai, the children were given a chance to fly on an aircraft and ride a Metro, followed by an educational tour of PVR Cinemas and Technology Centre, a space show at Enfield Planetarium followed by a 3D show. The children were also shown a live demonstration of a 3D printer and inspired by K. Natesan, bought pens for the needy.